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GIVING TUESDAY is 12-1-2020. Just about anywhere you look, there is no shortage of need! As you look to support the various causes, we hope you will consider
the incredible social change and impact that Byberry has had over the centuries, and
looks to implement again. In fact, we are ever so grateful to Mary Ellen for meeting
with her financial advisors over recent months, resulting in a significant year-end contribution to take advantage of her charitable giving deductions. Don’t forget that because
you receive no services or goods, your Assessment is also deemed charitable giving. If you would like to contribute to the matching of the Keystone Historic Preservation Grant (50% must be matched by Byberry Funds)
or if you would like to make a contribution towards the installation of our sewer as part of the addition of bathrooms, we would be so appreciative. Need help making this happen? Please do reach out to us with questions!

Reminder: We continue to meet in Zoom on Tues & Thurs @7PM, and Sun @ 10AM for M4W.
Email us at ByberryQuakers@gmail.com for the Meeting ID and link.
Let there be PEACE on EARTH,
and let it begin with me!

The Twelfth Query:
Witnessing in the World:
Witness & Civic Responsibilities

Best wishes for a
happy and healthy
holiday season.

What is our Meeting doing:

a. To become aware of systemic legal, economic
and political injustices in our local community?
b. To build relationships with other faith
communities around common concerns?
c. To reduce polarization within the larger
community?
d. To work together with others to address
injustice?
e. To assist in restoring public recognition that
government fulfills legitimate functions?

Mobile App for the Website
For those who are registered on the website,
(ie., regular Attenders and Members), we are
excited to announce a new app for the platform.
This is a much easier way to take a look at the
calendar; to log-in to see the Agenda or Minutes;
to find email or phone details of Friends. Remember you need to have registered on the site
to have the backend access to all of the Members Only info. Some items will appear on the
calendar if you aren’t registered, but other items
will only appear if you are logged-in. To access
the app, using your phone or tablet, go to:
https://byberryquakers.org/hubb/
You will be prompted to add your credentials,
but then you are all set.

Personally:
f. Am I mindful of how my lifestyle, work-life, and
investments affect others?
g. Am I open to seeking clearness on matters of
conscience? Am I open to assisting others in
doing so?
h. Do I fulfill my civic responsibilities when they do
not conflict with divine leading?

Who was the “Lenape” among the Quakers ?
Join us in reading
“A Lenape Among the Quakers:
The Life of Hannah Freeman” by
Dawn G. Marsh
then join our Author Discussion to
learn more about the true story of
Hannah.

Zoom Discussion
is Monday,
Dec 14th
at 7PM.
Email us to get the
Zoom ID
and Password
(ByberryQuakers.org\Events\Zoom_Book_Club)

Lindsay F (12th)
and
William L (18th)
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